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Dan Pink • Luke Williams • David Marcus
Vivek Kundra • Mauro Porcini • Rebecca Henderson

John Kao • Michael Martin • George Whitesides

And more...

Challenge
the conventional 

Celebrate
the unexpected



The
Innovation
experience

unparalleled
networking

Online
community

entertainment

Interactive
workshops

A jam-packed, two-day agenda with an array of activities –tailored to 

your preferences.

From collaborative field trips and creative performances, to top-tier 

main stage presentations; from real-world conversations to out-

of-the-box thinking at breakout sessions and lunches, the World 

Innovation Forum NY is an experience not to be missed.

Lunches with the experts

wobi.com/wifnyc

Exploratory 
field trips

13
main stage speakers

...and more to come

practical 
knowledge

More than 

1,500
Global

Decision 
Makers



NETWORKING

Field Trip
Visit two of the most innovative companies 
in the city, and discover behind-the-scenes 
insights.

Thematic 
breakfasts
What could be better than 
having stimulating discussion 
on hot innovation topics over 
morning coffee?

Before the forum
Meet other attendees before the event through 
the attendee list and soon-to-come mobile app.

AT&T

At the forum
Join over 1,500 executives from over 30 countries 
and open the door to new possibilities.

wobi.com/wifnyc

The city
Like innovation, the Big Apple is fast

paced and constantly evolving. New York 
City is handpicked to be the home of the 

World Innovation Forum for a reason – 
there’s no other place in the world that 

breathes so much creativity, culture
and innovation. 

Executive
Summary
Bring your experience back to the office
with the Executive Summary, a synopsis of 
the presentations and special events.

New York City Center has been the home of some of the world’s 
most talented performers and astounding productions for over 
60 years.

the venue



Named “Mr. Creativity” by The 
Economist, Kao coined the term 
“large scale innovation”. 

The United 
States’ first Chief 
Information 
Officer, Kundra has 
revolutionized the 
way governments 
manage information 
technology.

Bestselling author and 
influential voice on 
motivation, innovation, 
and creativity.

Professor and author, Henderson is also
co-director of the Business and 

Environment Initiative at Harvard.

 Renowned

thought - leaders

This diverse 
group brings 
business and the 
arts together to 
create immersive 
learning 
experiences.

An expert in innovative 
and disruptive thinking, 
Williams is a Fellow at 
Frog Design.

General Manager, North America at 
Vibram, Martin has led triple-digit 
growth for four consecutive years.

PepsiCo’s first 
Chief Design 
Officer, Porcini is 
one of Fortune’s 
40 Under 40: 
Business’ hottest 
rising stars.

wobi.com/wifnyc
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President of 
PayPal, Marcus 
is a mobile 
payments 
entrepreneur 
and product 
innovator.

CEO and 
President 
of Virgin 
Galactic, 
Whitesides 
oversees The 
Spaceship 
Company.



BUSINESS

Dan Pink
To Sell is Human:
The New ABC’s of Moving Others

• Five ways to frame messages to increase clarity and lead to action
• Why the most effective salespeople are not extroverts, and the importance
 of questioning your abilities 
• Two principles that can move your sales from transactions to transcendence

Bestselling author, Pink is an influential voice on motivation, innovation, and 
creativity. Pink is the author of Drive, A Whole New Mind and Free Agent Nation.
A free agent himself, Pink’s last official job was in the White House where he 
served as chief speechwriter to Vice President Al Gore.

OUT
OF THE BOX

Michael Martin
From a Marketing Strategy
to a Global Movement

• An innovative marketing strategy: pushing  
 products in a different way
• New brand, new product and new category:  
 redefining what the market looks for
• The creation of a global movement and how  
 to make consumers follow you

General Manager, North America at the
sporting goods company Vibram, Martin
has led triple-digit growth for four 
consecutive years.

In 2007 he joined the FiveFingers division 
of Vibram USA as National Sales Manager, 
where he was tasked with developing retail 
distribution and helping build out company 
infrastructure.

In 2011 Martin was voted by his peers as one
of the Top 40 Under 40 winners of Sporting 
Goods Business Magazine.
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Experience
&creativity

John Kao
Jamming or the Art of Getting 
Innovation Done

• Why improvisation is key to innovation
• How great companies, like great musicians, can
   creatively improvise and innovate
• How to make innovation happen: harnessing the key
 drivers in that process

Dubbed “Mr. Creativity” by The Economist, John Kao 
is Chairman of the Institute for Large Scale Innovation and 
an expert on organizational transformation and new media. 

Kao coined the term “large scale innovation” to refer to 
innovation as a societal agenda.

Unconventional and multi-disciplinary, he apprenticed to 
rock legend Frank Zappa and received degrees in philosophy, 
psychiatry and management.

On Your Feet
Gary Hirsch, Mame Pelletier, Daryl Olson, Amy Veltman

The Art of Making It Up

• Improv as a ‘software’ of high-performance collaboration
• How behaving like an improviser allows you to be flexible and agile in the face of uncertainty
• Three practices for co-creating with others

The micro-multinational consultancy On Your Feet is a collision between business 
and the arts, and an early pioneer of bringing the skills and principles improvisers use 
on stage into offices, boardrooms, and conference halls across the globe. For the past 
16 years, On Your Feet has been working with some of the world’s most innovative 
organizations, helping their teams optimize collaboration and creativity, all while 
having a ridiculously good time. They are the ultimate “smash up,” combining diverse 
performance and job experience, marketing savvy, business acumen, and visual art to 
create customized immersive learning experiences.

Luke Williams 
Disrupt: Learning From the 
Usually Ignored and the Not 
So Obvious

• Why you should start taking disruptive risks now
• Overcoming the paradox of success: what small companies do
• How to approach innovation and still be effective and profitable

An expert in innovative and disruptive thinking, he is a Fellow at Frog Design, one of the 
most influential innovation companies, and a professor of Innovation at the NYU Stern 
School of Business. He wrote Disrupt: Think the Unthinkable to Spark Transformation in 
Your Business, where he explores how to transform disruptive ideas into revolutionary 
business strategies.

wobi.com/wifnyc

Mauro Porcini
Design Thinker:
A Different Breed of 
Innovators

• On the meaning of design and  
   the makings of a design thinker
• Emotional vs functional:
   how to outgrow competition
• Articulating Design to Drive 
   Innovation

Appointed the first Chief
Design Officer of PepsiCo, Inc. 
in 2012, Porcini is an expert in 
infusing design thinking into an 
organization’s culture with an 
innovative, consumer-center 
approach. He had held the same 
position at 3M since 2002, where 
he worked on not only the global 
design strategy but also on the 
corporation’s design culture.

In 2012, Porcini was named one of 
Fortune magazine’s 40 Under 40: 
Business’ hottest rising stars.



The Future

George Whitesides

Breaking new barriers:
Space as a platform for business

• The potential of space as force of positive change:
 on foresight, audacity, and execution
• Moving an innovative company from test phase to commercial operation
 
George Whitesides is the CEO and President of Virgin Galactic, the spaceflight company 
founded by Sir Richard Branson. Using technologies developed to win the historic X 
Prize, the company has developed revolutionary new space vehicles to take people and 
small satellites to space at very low cost. Virgin Galactic currently has deposits from over 
540 individuals, representing over $100M of future business.
 
In his role, Whitesides is responsible for guiding all aspects of the company to the launch 
of commercial operations in the United States and a proposed spaceport in Abu Dhabi. 
This includes oversight of The Spaceship Company, a manufacturing entity to produce 
additional space vehicles. 

Rebecca 
Henderson
Building the Sustainable
Organization: Innovation, 
Values and the Bottom Line

• Our story of NOW: the urgent crisis   
 we face and what we are called to do
• Capitalism is values driven: building  
 the new firms we need – what they  
 will look like, why they will perform  
 better
• The case for values driven firms or  
 why they are more productive and  
 more innovative

Co-director of the Business and 
Environment Initiative at Harvard, 
Henderson investigates organizations’  
response to large-scale technology 
shifts, most recently in regard to 
energy and the environment.

A research fellow at the National 
Bureau of Economic Research, she 
currently teaches Leadership and 
Corporate Accountability in Harvard’s 
MBA Program, and from 1998-2009 
taught courses in strategy, technology 
and sustainability at the Sloan School 
of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology.

Henderson’s latest publication is 
Accelerating Energy Innovation: 
Insights from Multiple Sectors, written 
with Richard Newell.

David Marcus
Mobile Commerce:
The Future of Money

• Entrepreneurship and    
 technology: how to be an
 entrepreneur in the digital era
• Keys for innovating on mobile   
 platforms
• The future of banks: how to use   
 mobile technology as a service   
 for consumers

David Marcus is president of
PayPal, where he has overall 
responsibility for establishing 
PayPal as the leading global 
payment service and helping to 
drive the future of money around 
the world.

A mobile payments entrepreneur 
and product innovator, David 
brings a wealth of experience 
creating products that engage 
and delight customers – both 
businesses and consumers alike. 
A pioneer, Marcus taught himself 
how to code on a PC at age 8. He 
previously was the Vice President 
of Mobile at PayPal, where he led 
the company’s mobile business and 
product strategy. With more than 
15 years of mobile experience, 
he founded the company Zong, 
a leading provider of payments 
through mobile carrier billing, 
which was later acquired by PayPal.

wobi.com/wifnyc

Vivek Kundra 
The Challenge Ahead: The 
Transformational Power of the Cloud

• Using technology to create lasting change
• How do you tap into the power and creativity
 of people to keep innovation optimal and stay on top  
 of the latest technologies?
• What’s going on within an organization: how to   
 create a transparent and accountable environment

Appointed the first Chief Information Officer of the 
United States, Kundra is a technology visionary
who uses disruptive leadership to accelerate the
“social enterprise”.

During his service in the White House Kundra
managed more than $80 billion in technology 
investment and was an early evangelist of cloud 
computing in the public sector.

In early 2012 he was named the Executive Vice  
President of Emerging Markets for Salesforce and a 
visiting Fellow at Harvard University.



Special offers

Platinum Pass

2 February-8 April

Individual ticket: $ 1,890

5+ tickets: $ 1,690 each

9 April -7 June

Individual ticket: $ 2,190 

5+ tickets: $ 1,890 each

Regular price: $ 2,500

Feel like the VIP you are with the exclusive amenities 
and benefits of the Platinum Pass.

 • Don’t wait in line – get in faster through
 an express entrance
 
 • Get up close and personal. Reserved seating
 puts you right near the stage.

 • Hang out and enjoy the culinary treats and
 refreshments in the private Platinum Lounge

 • Dine with some of the Forum’s speakers and
 other Platinum Pass holders at exclusive lunches

 • Sip on some beverages and enjoy h’ors
 d’oevres with your fellow VIPs at an exclusive
 cocktail reception

Platinum pass: $ 3,000

For more information or to register contact : 
Bulgaria Economic Forum-official  
representative of WIF 2013 for SEE:
tel:(+359 2) 951 57 59/ fax:(+359 2) 953 29 24
info@biforum.org/www.biforum.org




